ARTSYSTEMS PLANS FALL RELEASE OF NEW ONLINE ART MANAGEMENT PLATFORM
May 21, 2018 — Artsystems, the world’s most trusted provider of art gallery, collection,
and artist studio management software, is pleased to announce the planned Fall 2018
release of its new online software platform, Artsystem5.
Upon release, web-based Artsystem5 (A5) will be the most automated and powerful art
management system available. A5 incorporates and extends the legacy of Artsystems’
industry-leading comprehensive, integrated, and secure art business tools with powerful
new features in a fresh, reimagined interface, and streamlined navigation. A5 is designed
for ease of use, unparalleled speed, and unmatched efficiency, and will be available via
subscription anywhere from any online computer or mobile device.
Artsystem5’s new features include sharable online private artwork viewing rooms,
free mass emailing, direct sync with websites and free (with A5) ProFile
iPad/iPhone app, plus the ability to generate and store secure, permanent certificates
of authenticity using cutting-edge blockchain technology via an exclusive
partnership with Verisart.
A5 also incorporates exclusive Artsystems features such as true multiple-currency
financials with online rate conversion, integration with third-party accounting software
packages, 150 online editable and customizable reports, and granular read/write
security with administrative monitoring of user activity — among many more.
Artsystem5 includes new modules for Artist and Exhibition management,
enhancing the integrated Contacts, Inventory, Editions, Transactions, and artwork
Reference/Library modules — all expanded in A5. And while A5 extends the many
capabilities of Artsystems' Pro software, it also allows customers to tailor its scope by
hiding unneeded modules and limiting unutilized features.
In total, Artsystem5 will provide the art industry its most flexible and complete set of
cutting-edge art management tools.
A5 is the fifth major iteration of Artsystems art management software since the
company’s founding in 1989. Artsystems will continue to support and develop its Pro and
StudioPro desktop software packages, initially released in 2011, for those who wish to
continue to work offline.
“We are very excited to empower new and existing customers with Artsystem5, our new
online art business and collection management system that couples the benefits and
expandability of a web-based platform with the depth, control, and robust features of our
industry leading desktop software, Pro,” said David Studstill, Artsystems Founder.
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Artsystem5 will be available on a monthly subscription basis, with lower-priced versions
for artists, emerging galleries, and beginning collections.
Artsystems’ expert and friendly staff, offering a combined 400-plus years of art
management experience, will continue to provide live telephone, web, and email
assistance 12 hours per day, Monday to Friday, 6 am to 6 pm in New York and 11 am to
11 pm in London time zones — customer care that far exceeds that of any competitor.
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About Artsystems
Founded in 1989, Artsystems is the worldwide leader in art business management
software for fine art galleries, private and corporate collections, artist studios,
foundations, and estates, and catalogues raisonnés. Artsystems also provides integrated
customizable websites, Private Cloud hosting, and an iPad/iPhone app for display,
sharing, and sales of artwork.
Artsystems’ customers on six continents include worldwide industry leaders such as
Acquavella Galleries, The Andy Warhol Foundation, Pollock-Krasner Foundation,
Marlborough Galleries, Fortes D’Aloia & Gabriel, The Estate of Francis Bacon,
Xavier Hufkens, Pearl Lam Gallery, and many hundreds of others.
Art Systems LLC is led by its partners, David Studstill, Founder and Chief Software
Architect, and Doug Milford, former East Village and SoHo gallery owner, Artnet.com
Publisher, and Artnet Magazine Co-Founder.
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